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ABSTRACT 

Coherence measurements between fluctuating pressure in the 

combustor of a YF-102 turbfan engine and far-field acoustic pressure 

0 
were made. The results indicated that a coherent relationship between 

0 3  
cr) 
Q, 

the combustor pressure and far-field existed only at frequencies below 
I 

W 250 Hz, with the peak cccurring near 125 Hz. The coherence functions 

and the far-field spectrs were used to compute the combustor-associated 
I 

far-field noise in terms of spectra, directivity, and acoustic power, 

over a range of engine operating conditicms. The acoustic results so  i 

measured were compared with results obtained by conventional methods, 

as  well 2s with various semiempirl.xt1 predictions schemes. Examina- 

tion of the directivity patterns indicated a peak in the combustion noise 

near 120' (relative to the inlet axis). 

INTRODUCTION 

Most atteml1.s to datc to measure the combustion noise contribution 

from operating turbofan engines have been restricted to acoustic me?- 

surements made r ntirely outside the engine (refs. 1 and 2,  for example). 

The usual procedure is to make a series of far-field acoustic measure- 

ii.211ts at progressively lower engine power settings. The data are then 
?, . 
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examined for behavior not characteristic of jet mixing noise (e. g. , sound 

power not proportional to jet velocity to the eighth power, improper 

Strouhal scaling of spectra, etc. 1. The observed di'ierences are then 

attributed to "internal" or core noise sources. A similar approach, 

in combination with internal measurements, wa,c reported by two of the 

present authors in reference 3 (for the same engine to be reported on 

in this paper). This technique, however, is unable to qualitatively dis- 

tinguish one internal noise source from another. 

Alternatively, internal pressure and external acoustic measure- 

ments can be used in conjunction with cross-correlation techniques. 

This can provide useful diagnostic source information (refs. 4 and 5). 

The time domain information by itself, though, is insufficient to q.lan- 

tify the source contribution to the acoustic far-field. In reference 6 

the results of a series of diagnostic measurements conducted on an 

AVCO-Lycoming YF- 102 turbofan engine were reported. There, the 

phase and amplitude relations between internal pressures and between 

internal and far-field acoustic pressures were examined by Fourier- 

transforming the corresponding cross -correlation functions. The re - 
sults indicated that the combustor could be identified as a source region 

for far-field sound. Additionally, the measured coherence functions 

between combustor pressure and far-field acoustic pressure indicated 

that the combustor-associated far -f ield noise was limited to frequencies 

below 250 Lz, with a peak occurring near 125 Hz. In this paper, the 

quantitative contribu tlon of the corn bus tor to overall engine noise in 

terms of sound pressure level spectra, directivity. and acoustic power 

will be reported. 

ENGINE INSTRUMEPJTATIOK, DATA PROCESSING 

Engine and Test Site 

The test program was conducted on an AVCO-Lycoming YF-102 

turbofan engine which has a bypass ratio of 6 and a rated thrust of 33 kN. 

This engine has a 1 rn diameter fan and a core consisting of 7 axial com- 



pressor stages, 1 centrifugal compressor stage, a reverse-flow annular 

combustor, and a four-stage turbine. The exit diameter of the core 

nozzle was 42 crn and the engine was operated with a bl?llmouth inlet. 

A cutaway illustration of the engine is shown in figure 1. 

All  tests were conducted at  an outdoor acoustic test site with a hard 

surface ground plane. The engine was suspended from the test stand 

with its centerline 2.9 rn above the ground plane (fig. 2). The far-field 

rzicrophone array consisted of sixteen 1.27 cm diameter condenser 

microphones placed on a 30- 5 m radius arc  centered approximately 

1.2 m upstream of the primary nozzle exit plane. The microphones 

were s p e e d  10' apart from 10' to 160°, measured from engine inlet 

axis. All microphoqes were mounted at  ground level to minimize 

problems associated with grounci reflections, and were fitted with wind- 

screens. 

Test Conditions 

Simultaneous internal (i. e. , core) fluctuating pressure and far- . 
field acoustic measurements were made at  eight different fan speeds 

a t  approximately equal intervals between 30 and 95 percent of maximum 

speed (7600 rpm). The corresponding range of combustor temperatures 

and core jet exhaust velocities were from 810 K, 98 m/sec to 1375 K, 

3 14 m/sec. 

Internal Probes 

The dynamic pressure measurements within the engine core were 

made simultaneously with the far-field acoustic pressure measurements 

and at seven different locations as  shown in figure 3. Their number and 

locations were: two just downstream of the compressor exit about 2 cm 

apart; one at the combustor inlet; two within the annular combustor 

itself, both at the same axial location but separated 90' circumferen- 

tially; and two within the core nozzle, one just downstream of the tur - 
bine at the nozzle entrance and one close to the nozzle exit plane. 



This paper, however, will report the results obtained from tne coherence 

measurements between just the in-line cor~bustor probe and t:;e :a:-field 

microphones. Spectral data from the other internal probes, a s  well as  

additional far-field data nlay be found in reference 3. 

Tk? transducers used for the internal pressure measurements were 

conventional 0.635 cm condenser microphones with pressure response 

cartridges. To avoid direct exposure of the microphones to the severe 

environment within the core, they were mounted outside the engine and 

the fluctuating static pressure in the engine core was communicated to 

the transducers by means of a "semi-infinite" acoustic waveguide. 

A drawing of a typical probe is shown in figure 4. The microphone 

was flus.1 mounted in the acoustic waveguide through a supporting block 

and housed in a pressure chamber. Attached to the block were a 0.635 cm 

diameter sensing tube on one end and a coil of tubing of the same diam- 

eter, 30 PI long, on the other. The sensing tube of each probe was flush 

mounted a s  z. static pressure tap at each of the varioils measuring loca- 

tions within the engine core. A regulated nitrogen purge flow was main- 

- tained in the sensing line to protect the microphone from hot core gases. 

Static pressure was balanced across the microphone by means of a small 

vent hole connecting the pressure chamber and sensing line. Ambient 

temperature calibration tests of these probes indicated a flat frequency 

response within 12 dB and a phase response of =5O up to 1500 Hz. 

Additional details on these probes and their installation are also con- 

tained in reference 3. 

Data Acquisition and Processing 

The signals from the internal probes and far-field microphones were 

FM-recorded on magnetic tape in 2-minute record lengths for later pro- 

cessing. The internal probes and far-field rnir rophones were calibrated 

with a pistonphone prior to and at the end of each day's running. 

The results given in this paper were obtained by off-line processing 

of the taped data on a two-channel fast Fourier transform digital signal 

processor with built-in a-d converters and 120 dl? 'octave anti-ali?.eing 



filters. The processor was capable of direct computation of up to 4096 

ensemble averages of a 1024 point forward or  inverse Fourier transform 

to yield either time-domain (correlation) o r  frequency domain (amplitude 

and phase spectra, transfer function, and coherence) information. No 

corrections were applied to the results obtained to account for atmos- 

pheric attenuation. However, at the low frequencies involved (generally 

less than about 250 Hz) such corrections would be negligible. Addition- 

ally, corrections to standard day conditions were not made. The computed 

combustor coherence spectra (and resulting directivity) were not corrected 

to free-field conditions and, a s  such, are  "as measured;" Finally, the 

combustor coherence spectral levels were normalized on a spectral den- 

sity basis and their amplitudes are  in terms of dB/Hz. 

RESULTS 

Coherence Functions 

The tool to be used here in quantifying the combustor contribution 

is the ordinary coherence function. Basically, this function is a nor- 

malized cross-spectrum and is defined for random functions as: 

where u = 2;;f 

f = frequency 

2 
Here, Y (w) is the ordinary coherence function between two sig- 

xy 9 
nals, say x and y. I G  ( jw) 1 -  is the square of the ensemble averaged 

xy 
value of the cross-spectrum between x and y; and G=(w) and G (u) 

YY 
are the averaged values of the autospectra of x and y, respectively. 

The coherence function is essentially the frequency domain analog 

of the cross-correlation function with high (low) coherence at a particular 

frequency indicating high (low) correlation at that frequency. Under the 



appropriate circumstances the numerical value of the coherence may be 

interpreted as  a measure of the fractional portion of the output of a 

system which is contributed by a particular input, at a particular fre- 

quency. The assumptions involved in such an interpretation, as well a s  

the implications in the present context will be discussed in a later section 

of this paper. 

The measured coherence function between the fluctuating combustor 

pressure and the 120' far-field acoustic pressure is shown in figure 5. 

These data are for an englne operating condition of 43 percent of maxi- 

mum speed. It can be clearly seen that there is no (linear) relationship 

between the fluctuating combustor pressure and the far-field acoustic 

pressure at frequencies beyond about 250 Hz. The frequency of peak 

coherence occurs near 125 Hz. 

Figure 5 is presented for an analysis range from 0 to 1 kHz to 

graphically illustrate the lack of coherence between combustor pressure 

and far-field acoustlc pressure beyond about 250 Hz. This qualitative 

result was found to prevail at all microphone angles and all engine 

operating conditions. The remaining coherence functions to be shown. 

therefore, will be presented to 400 Hz only. This frequency was chosen 

to avoid a significant bias error  in the numerical value of the coherence, 

which is due to the natural propagation delay time between the two signals. 

The nature of this bias error  when analyzing at higher frequencies is  

discussed in the appendix. 

The coherence functions between the combustor pressure and the 

120' far-field acoustic pressure are shown in figures 6(a) to (f),  for six 

engine operating speeds of 30, 37, 43, 50, 60, and 75 percent. respec- 

tively. Wlth  only minor variations, and excluding an occasiofial isolated 

spike, the frequency of the coherence peak remains fixed near 100- 125 Hz 

for each of the operating speeds up to 60 percent. Further, the value of 

the peak coherence decreases slowly from a nlaximum of about 0.62 at 

30 percent spvtd lo abuui 0 . 3 2  at 50 r;7d 6!2 pcrccat speed. ax!  then 

virtually to zero at 75 percent speed. This slcw decrease in  coherence 

is due to the increasing contribution of the other engine noise sources 

in the far-field. especially the jet noise, as engine speed is increased. 



This is in qualitative agreement with the results given in reference 3, 

where it is shown that for this engine the core noise (as opposed to just 

the combustion noise) is apparent in the far-field data up to about 60 per- 

cent of maximum speed after which the jet mixing noise begins to dominate. 

As  indicated, similar result .  were obtained at other angles. In fig- 

ures "fa) *md (3;, for example, are skowa the measured coherence functions 

between combustor and far-field pressures at far-field angles of 60' and 

160°, for an engine speed of 43 percent of maximum. The envelopes of 

these functions are  qualitatively similar. However the coherence at the 

60' angle is seen to have several pronounced dips at  frequencies of about 

80, 120, 160, and 200 Hz. These dips occurred consistently at these fre- 

quencies at the forward arc  angles near 60' and resulted in an unusual 

directivity pattern for these frequencies, as will be shown. 

Combustor Coherence Spectra and Directivity 

Subject to certain assumptions, the numerical value of the ordinary 

coherence functions shown above can be interpreted as  the fraction of the 

far-field acoustic signal contributed by the combustor. A frequency-by- 

frequency multiplication, therefore, of the appropriate coherence function 

and the corresponding far-field spectrum produces the spectral contri- 

bution of the combustor associated noise in the far-field, here called the 

combustor coherence spectrum. * 
The far-field sound pressure level spectral densities at 60°, 120°, 

and 160' a re  shown in figures 8(a). (b), and (c) (dashed curves), respec- 

tively, for an engine operating speed of 43 percent. The resulthg com- 

bustor coherewe spectra at these angles are shown by the solid curves 

on the same figure. These were obtained by multiplication of the far- 

*In the literature dealing with random data analysis, this quantity 

is often referred to a s  the coherent output power. However, to avoid 

confusion with the physical quantity of acoustic power, to be shown in  a 

later section, the result of this multiplication will be called the com- 

bustor coherence spectrum. 



field spectra by the corresponding coherence functions shown in figures 

?(a), 6(c), and 7(b), respectively. 

The p r i m ~ r y  observation to be made is that, because the far-field 

acoustic spectra are  relatively flat, the combustor coherence spectra 

peak approximately a t  the same frequency as  the coherence functions 

themselves, around 125 Hz. Also, as f i rs t  suggested from the coher- 

ence functions, the results indicate that there is virtually no combustor- 

associated far-field noise at frequencies beyond about 200-250 Hz. 

This is about two full octaves below the frequency range most often 

suggested by other investigators a s  being associated with combustion 

noise from more conventional turbofan engines; that is, peak frequen- 

cies nearer to 400 to 500 Hz. 

The above procedure was repeated for each operating condition 

from 30 percent speed to 60 percent speed, and for each far-field angle 

fi-om 40' to 160'. The overall sound pressure level (OASPL) a t  each 

angle and operating condition was then obtained by numerciallp integrating 

the combustor coherence spectra. A 20 Hz integrating increment was 

used. Three of the resulting directivity patterns a r e  shown in figure 9, 

for operating speeds of 30, 43, and 60 percent. A modest increase in 

OASPL at each angle is observed with increasing engine speed. The 

radiation patterns, however, appear to remain constant a s  engine speed 

is increased. each showing a slight peak near 120'. This is consistent 

with results found by other investigators (refs. 7, 8, 9, for example). 

Similar results were obtained for the intermediate engine speed settings 

of 37 and 50 percent. 

Because the radiation patterns remain inva r i a~~ t  with engine power 

setting, it is convenient to normalize them into a single directivity index 

curv? . The result, arithmetically averaged over the five engine operating 

speeds between 30 and 60 percent is shown in figure 10 a s  the open sym- 

bois. For comparison, the directivity index obtained from the empirical 

prediction schemes of references 7, 8, and 9 are  also shown. The pre- 

sent results a re  seen t? be in remarkably close agreement with the 

empirical prediction of reference 7. The prediction procedure recom- 

meladed in reference 8 appears to underpredict the directivity index 



found here at forward and rearward angles near the axis. The procedure 

of reference 9 produces results which somewhat overpredic t the directiv- 

ity index at the rearward angles. However, in the range between about 

60' and 130°, the results found here agree reasonably well with the 

directivities of all three prediction schemes. 

In reference 3, it was shown that the far-field data at engine speeds 

below about 60 percent were due primarily to core noise sources. To 

tile extent that core noise in  general. and combustion noise in particular 

have the same radiation patterns, the radiation patterns obtained from 

the combustor coherence spectra should agree with the low frequency 

radiation patterns obtained by direct far-field measurement. This com- 

parison is shown in figure 11. The directivity index shown for the far- 

field data was obtained by summing the 1/3-octave band far-field sound 

pressure levels in the bands at center frequencies from 50 to 200 Hz. 

The far-field result is for the singie operating condition of 43 percent 

engine speed. The data are seen to compare extremely well thzough 

all angles at which coherence measurements are available. No coher- 

ence data was available ar angles of lo0, 20°, and 30' because of limi- 

tations in the number of available tape recording channels. 

Although the OASPL directivities were found to agree reasonably 

well with those of most previous studies, the same was not true of the 

directivity patterns associated with certain frequencies. In figures 7ra) 

and 8(a), for example, pronounced dips in the measured coherence 

function and corresponding combustor coherence spectrum are cleai~ly 

shown. However, for the most part ihese dips gradually disappeared 

at angles away from 60'. This resulted in unusual directivity patterns 

for frequencies of 80, 120, 160, and 200 Hz as is shown in figure 12. 

Figure 12 contains the data for zn operating speed of 43 percent. How- 

ever similar results were found for these same frequencies at all speeds 

through 30 percent. These results imply the presence of a noise source 

at these frequencies which does not correlate with the combustor pres- 

sures, but which is highly directional. Such a directional pattern seems 

irreconcilable with the low frequencies associated with it. It may also, 

however, result from some unusual p'lasing relationship between direct 



radiation and caslng radiation, or between radiation from the nozzle and 

radiation from the bellmouth inlet. Precisely the same result was ob- 

served when the tests were rerun about 10 days later. The possibility, 

therefore, of an Isolated anomalous test condition is remote. 

Power Levels -a 

Acoustlc power spectra were also obtained by numerically integrating 

spatially the combustor coherence spectra. Three of these acoustic power 

spectra are shown in figure 13 for the engine operating speeds of 30, 43, 

and 60 percent. The acoustic power spectral shapes are seen to vary 

somewhat as  operating speed increases, with the primary differences 

occurring at frequencies beyond the peak. There appears tobe a trend 

towards a slightly increasing peak frequency with engine operating speed, 

but this may be an artifact of the relatively large bandwidth (20 Hz) chosen 

for the numerical integration. 

The integrated overall sound power level (OAPWL) is shown for each 

spectrum in figure 13 (corrected for time delay bias, see appendix!. 

Table I below presents a comparison of the present results with the 

acoustic power predicted by the schemes of references 7, 8, and 9. The 

data in the column labeled "Direct Far-Field Ii;easurement" were ob- 

tained by summing the far-field 1 '3-oc tave band power levels from 50 to 

200 Hz. The coherence results are seen to agree reasonably well with 

the prediction of reference 8 but are considerably less than those of 

references 7 and 9, or the directly measured far-field results. 

DISC USSION RESULTS 

The results shown above indicate that at all angles and operating 

conditions for this engine, there is no con~bustor associated far-field 

noise at frequencies above about 250 Hz. Further, the peak frequency 

of the comLustor associated noise is near 125 Hz. This is approximately 

two fu l l  octaves below the frequency range most often suggested by other 

investigators as  being associated with combustion noise from more con- 



ventional turbofan engines; that is, peak frequencies near 400 to 500 Hz. 

In this section, the possible reasons for the decorrelation of pressures 

between combus tor and far -field will be discussed. 

In general, there are three possible situations that can exist that 

would result in the ordinary coherence function having a value less than 

unity (10). 

(a) The output is due to inputs in addition to, or other than, the 

input being measured. That is, there is llnoiseTt at the output. 

(b) There is  extraneous "noise" {i. e. , contamination) at the input 

which does not correlate with the output. 

(c) The system relatitg the "icput'? (in this case the combustor 

pressure) to the "output'' (in this case the far-field acoustic pressure) 

is nonlinear. 

Case (a) is considered first. In the present application there clearly 

are contributions to the output from inputs other than what is being 

measured. Specifically, these cither inputs are the mixing ncise from 

the core and fan jet exhausts. broadband turbine noise, scrubbing noise 

within the core and fan nozzles, and other core noise sources. These, 

of course, are precisely the noises from which we are trying to dis- 

tinguish the combustion noise and so do pot represent "noise" in the 

sense above. 

Case (b) involves a more subtle point. In reference 11 the authors 

point out that the presence of nonpropagating hydrodynamic pressure 

fluctuations (i. e.  , pseudosound) within the combustor and detected by 

the internal pressure transducer would serve to reduce the pressure 

coherence between the combustor and acoustic far-field. The con- 

clusion in reference 11 is that this reduced coherence is not necessarily 

indicative of a correspondi:~gly reduced combustion noise contributi~n 

to the far-field. Based on this conclusion, therefore, it may be argued 

that this pseudosound "contamination" is responsible for the lack of any 

pressure coherence between combustor and far-field beyond 250 Hz. 

It is the view of the present authors, however, that in a source re- 

gion this distinction between acoustic pressures and nonacoue',ic pres- 

sures loses its meaning. In the present work ?he causal relationship 



between the fluctuating pressure in the source region, whatever i ts  nature, 

2nd the acoustic far-field is being investigated. As such, the entire pres- 

sure field in the combustor is of interest and not just those pressures 

which can be specifically identified as  being locally acoustic in their 

character . The issue of nonpropagating fluctuating hydrodynamic pres - 
sure "contamination" in the combustor pressure measurement, therefore, 

is not meaningful in the present context. 

The issue of nonlinearity, case (c), is more difficult to address. In 

all the results which have been presented, there has been an implicit 

assumption that the acoustic propagation meclianism between combustor 

and far-field is Linear. It would appear likely that if nonlinearities exist 

they wculd be due to the high pressure levels which exist in the comb~~qtor. 

In reference 3 several combustor pressure spectra were shown for  this 

engine. At 43 percent engine speed, the pressure level reported at 250 Hz 

was about 118 dB (re. Pa) normalized to a one Hz bandwidth. It 

does not seem reasonable that this pressure level is sufficiently high to 

result in completely nonlinear propagation. Nevertheless, without a 

detailed knowledge of the propagation phenomena between combustor and 

far-field, the presence of nonlinear eflects must be admitted as  at least 

being possible. 

There is, however, supporting evidence for the spectral results 

shown above. In reference 12 the authors report the results of a com- 

bustion noise investigation on a turboshaft auxiliary power unit, with the 

turbine removed. The results presented in reference 12, obtained from 

far-field acoustic measurements only, indicate a clear combustion noise 

peak at 125 I:z in the acoustic power level spertrum. Further, at 250 Hz, 

the power level is dowii approximately 10 dB (after adjusting the data in 

(12) to a constant bandwidth basis, a s  used here. In reference 12 ffic data 

are  presented in full octave bands). This result is not incol~sistent with 

the results shown above. 

The final point to be addressed here is the question of whether or  

not the single point pressure measurement in the combustor is adeqLiate 

to characterize the entire source region. That is ,  there may be several 

(or perhaps, many) independent source regions within the combustor, 



each contributing to the far-field noise. If this were the case then the 

coherence function between a single the combustor pressure measurement 

and the far-field acoustic pressure would be reduced. (Note that this is 

really an extension of case (a) above. ) Consequently, the combustor co- 

herence spectrum would not include the contributions from the other eom- 

bustor mmce regions and hence its amplitude would be underestimated. 

The previous result, for example, showed that the overall power levels 

computed via the coherence functions were about 5-8 dB less than those 

co111puted by integrating the laro frequency far-field spectra. 

It does not w a r  likely, however, that the existence of multiple 

iadepemknt source regions is responsible for all of this difference. 

For example, from figure 6(a), the peak coherence between combustor 

pressure d far-field acoustic pressure is seen -b be about 0.62 at the 

peak frequency. After correcting this value to account for  time delay 

bias (see appendix), a closer estimate of the value of the coherence a t  

this frequency is about 0.72. So at  the peak frequency , approxirr.ately 

72 percent (i. e. , within 1.5 dB) of the far-field signal can be accgunted 

for by a single point plressure measurement in this combust--*r- 

Operating on the notion that low frequency information tends to re- 

main correlated over larger volumes than high frequency iiiormation, 

it is concluded that a single point combustor measurement that is very 

nearly adequate to characterize the source region at the peak frequency 

must also be valid at frequencies below the peak. Conversely, we w-~uld 

expect this conclusion to be less valid a t  frequencies beyond the peak. 

However, again citing the evidence of reference 12, a single pob~+ mea- 

surement would appear to be adequate to provide a very good estimate 

to comp~te  combustor acoustic power via coherence relations with the 

far-field. The results obtzined here for acoustic p e r  are certainly 

within the scatter of the data used to generate the various empirical 

prediction schemes. 



SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Coherence measurements were made between the fluctuating pres- 

sure in the combustor of a YF- 102 turbofan engine and far-f ield acoustic 

-x-essure over a range of far-field angles and engine operating conditions. 

Tile coherence functions were then used in conjunction with the far-field 

spectra to compute the combustor-associated far-field noise in terms of 

sound pressure level spectra, directivity, acoustic power spectra and 

total acoustic power. 

The results indicated a peak in the cornbustion-associated far-field 

noise spectrum near 125 Hz at all angles and operating conditions with 

virtually no far-field combustor-associated noise at frequencies beyod 

about 250 Hz. The overall sound pressure level directivity patterns 

peaked near 120' and agreed well with several empirical predictions 

available in the literature. Individual directivity patterns, however, for 

certain frequencies (multiples of 40 Hz) while still peaking near 120°, 

also displayed a 7-8 dB dip near the 60' angle. This apparently ammalous 

result could not be resolved in view af the low frequencies involved. 

The combustor-associated far-field sound pressure spectra were 

numerically integrated to obtain acoustic power spectra. These were 

shown to have a peak frequency of 125 Hz, which was relatively insensitive 

tr, operating speed. The power spectral shapes, however, did change 

with operating speed? containing increasing amounts of energy at the 

higher frequencies. The combustor-associated far -field acoustic power 

levels were found to be somewhat lower &.an those predicted by most of 

the empirical schemes with which they were compared, and also some- 

what lower (5-8 dB) than obtained by inte~ration of the directly measured 

low frequency far-field data. 



APPENDIX 

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss some of the statistical 

uncertainties in the data presented in this jmper. These statistical 

errors are a1 inevitable byproduct of random data analysis techniques 

aad, for the most part, cannot be entirely eliminated from the resulting 

data. 

Computational Scheme 

The digital signal processor used to OW the results presented in 

this paper digitized each sample record of data into 1024 words at a 

sampling rare 2.048 times the highest frequency (f,) selected for analysis: 

The processor memory period, or sample record length, therefore, is: 

No. of words/record 

No. of words/second 

Since the number of words/record is fixed, the resolution bandwidth is 

The number of statistical degrees of freedom per sample record, there- 

fore is (ref. 10) 



So, if N independent sample records are averaged, the total number 

of statistical degrees of freedom in the average is 

For a total tape record length of 120 seconds, the maximum number 

of independent sample records is 

Bias Error Due to Time Delay 

In the usual analysis of signal pairs, the similarities, or mutual 

properties between the two sigmls do not coincide with one another until 

some time period has elapsed. In the present investigation, of course, 

this is the acoustic propagation time between the combustor and the far- 

field, which was shown in references 3 and 6 to be about 87 msec. 

A s  pointed out in reference 13, failure to account for this time delay 

leads to a bias error in the coherence function, which becomes under- 

estimated. The best procedure to eliminate or minimize this bias error 

is to delay the signal that occurs earlier in time, thus allowing the later 

signal to "catch upT' before implementing any compctation. The processor 

used to obtain the results shown in this paper, however, did not have such 

a precomputation delay f t ~ t u r e  when computing coherence functions. The 

bias error, therefore, ;,as calculated and the correction applied to the 

overall power levels. From (13), the bias error due to time delay is 

given by 



?EF(f) = estimated (i. e., measured) value of the coherence function 

between combustor and far-field, at the frequency f 
2 

yCF(f) = true value d the coherence function 

T = delay time between the two signals 

T = processor memory period 

It is obvious from (A5) that to minimize this bias er ror ,  T should 

be made as large as possible. From equations (A3) and (A4), however, 
to increase the num7ber of statistical degrees of freedom, and therefore 

minimize random er ror  (see below), T should be made as small as 

possible. Any seiection of T, therefore, in computing the coherence 

function, represents a compromise. For the results shown in this paper, 

fm  was chosen at 400 HZ. So, from (Al), 

Substituting this into (A3) 

The measured values of the coherence function, therefore, are about 

87 percent of the true values. In terms of decibels, then, this represents 

an e r ror  of about 10 log (1/0.866) = 0.6 dB. This amount was added to 

the overall combustor far-field power levels show.1 in figure 12 and in the 

appropriate column of table I, in the text. 

Coherence Function Confidence Limits 

Because of the finite sample length of the data, there is a variance 

(i. e. , random) e r ror  in the computation of the coherence functions. 

There are also bias e r ro r s  due to finite bandwidth. 



The confidence limits on the coherence function estimate due to these 

errors may be calculated, to a close degree of approximation, from: 

(ref. 14): 

where 

"TOT = number of statistical degrees of freedom in the estimate = 2N 

I7 

&a/2  = The 100 cy j 2 percentage point of the standardized nor ma1 pro - 
bability distribution 

Note from the above, that to solve for the confidence limits on the 
2 

coherence function estimate? ?gF(f), the true value, yCF(f). must be 

known. The procedure used here to calculate the confidence limits was 

to assume that the estimated value could be substituted for the true value 

in b(f) . This is clearly adequate a s  long as 

Futhermore, to produce a conservative result, the estimated values 
~2 

of yCF used in (A6) were those obtained before correcting for the time 

delay bias. 



Example : 

For 90 percent confidence limits, then Z = 1.645 (see any table 

of the standardized normal probability distribution). For the present 

work with a 120 second taped record, and T = 1.25 seconds, then 

N = 120/T = 120 seconds/l. 25 seconds = 96 averages 

For a measured coherence 9: *(f) of, say, 0.5,  we hwe: 

Sub~tituting these into (A6), gives: 

tanh [O. 88 1 - 0.00526 (1.119) - 0.0726 (1.645)] < ycF(f) 

5 tanh [0.881 - 0.00526 (1.119) + 0.0726 (1.645)] 

or, in decibels, referenced to the estimate 

Y; ('1 
-0.89 dB < 10 log - 5 + 0.61 dB 

A 



So, for any measured coherence value of 0.5, the associated com- 

bustor coherence spectrum has a 90 percent limit of about -0.9 dB to 

+O. 6 dB. just due to the variance in ?gF(f). 

For lower values of the measured coherence function, the confidence 

limits a r e  wider. For example, at a measured coherence of 0.1, cakula- 

tions identical to the above produce 90 percent confidence limits of -2.7 dB 

to +1.8 dB. In both case above, it  can be verified that the inequality given 

by (A7) is satisfied. 

Combustor Coherence Spectrum Confidence Limits 

The directivity and power results shown in this paper were obtained 

by multiplying the measured coherence function by the far-field spectrum, 

on a frequency by frequency basis. The statistical e r ro r s  in the coherence 

functions were described above. There also are, however, statistical 

e r rors  associated with the far-field spectral estimate. These e r rors  

combine (though not in an additive fashion) with the e r ro r s  in the coherence 

estimate to produce the final e r ro r  in the combustor coherence spectra. 

In reference 10, i t  is shown the variance error ,  cr, in spectral estimates 

obtained by FFT techniques such as used here is given by: 

A 

where GFF(f) is the far-field spectral estimate. 

For the present case, N = 64 (the far-field spectra were computed 

indepe~dently, and the number of averages was required to be a power 

of 2). So, the error  is approximately 12.5 percent o r  about 0.5 dB. 

This e r ro r  prevails throughout the spectral range because of the constant 

bandwidth. This is in contrast to an e r ro r  band of at least 1.5 dB associ- 

atcd with the coherence function estimate. In reference 13 i t  is shown 

that for cases such a s  this, when one e r ro r  is significantly larger than 

the other, the larger e r ror  dominates the final coherence spectrum 

estimate. With the assumption that the variance e r rors  in the combustor 



coherence spec t ra  are dominated by the variance errors in  the coherence 

function, figure A1 shows a typical combustor coherence spectrum with 

the associated 90 percent confidence l imits  sketched in. This  figure is 

fo r  43 percent engine speed and a far-field microphone angle of 120'. 

It is representative of all the resul ts  obtained in  this paper. 

The b ias  errors i n  the far-field spctral est imates  are proportional 

to the resolution bandwidth, which f o r  this case has a n  effective value of 

1 Hz. Because the far-f ield spectra  were  all smoothly varying (i. e. , no 

tones), these bias errors may be considered negligible. 
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TABLE I - OVERALL POWER LEVEL 

(dB, Re: 1 0 ' ~ ~ w )  

Coherence 

measurements 

120.0 

123.5 

126.2 

Direct 

f ar-field 

~.r.es:?rement 

125.0 

128.2 

134.5 

Engine 

sped ,  

percent 

30 

43 

60 

Ref. (7) 

128.7 

133.2 

137.7 

Ref. (8) 

120.9 

122.7 

126.3 

Ref. (9) 

127.0 

131.5 

136.0 
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Figure 6. - Cohsencebehseen fluctbating C ~ i i s t O r  pressure am2 12 ' tat-fit@ Marstic 
pressure for several engine s~ceds (bandwidth = C 8 Hzl. 
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Figure 7 - Coherencebetween fluctuatinq cor+,urtw presrureand tar-field acwrttc p r a -  
stire at 43 percent Ipeal tbanUnhIth = 0 3 HZI 
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F i r e  11. - Comparison of cmhst~on noise OASPL directivib imkx o b b i d  from coherence 
spectra and from direct far-fie% measurement 
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Figure A l .  - 91Prconfidence f in i ts  of! cor?bustio~ - o i s ~  tohererae 
spectrum fcr posi!ion: 4% engine speed Oistaqce = 38.5 


